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anchor on the Weddell side to wait for the weather to clear, and
a weary crew of men turned into their bunks.
When we awoke, fog and gale had gone, and the sea was calm.
The twenty-five-mile length of Snow Hill Island lay clear before
our eyes—the most theatrical island of the archipelago. The northern
tongue of it—a low coastal plain perhaps twenty square miles in
area—was brown, stony, and barren. Behind that the island had a
turtle-back formation, rising on gentle slopes to a height of 900
feet; and this whole flattened dome was clothed in a glacier which,
being white, has given the morsel of land its name.
With three or four of the others I went ashore at once to ex-
plore. Forty-four days of searching here met their reward. Snow
Hill, our last resort, was giving us almost perfect landing-fields—
on the glacier itself. The glacier, I discovered, was of the so-called
continental type—i.e., thin, slow-moving, and without crevices.
About a mile inland, at the 5oo-foot level, ky a flat plateau of ice
broad enough for a take-off on trial flights with a light load. On top
was a big sweep of perfect ice from which the Polar Star could fly
with its full load. My spirits, which had been lower than the
barometer, now rose to a keen pitch of anticipation. It did not
seem that there could be failure now.
The glacier presented to the sea a barrier front only ten feet
above high tide, forming a natural wharf. The Wyatt Earp was
moored alongside, and the assembled plane lifted over on the ice.
Under her own power she easily taxied up the glacier to the first
flying-field. Sledges were brought from the hold of the Wyatt Earp,
and, three men to a sledge, the crew began the work of hauling
two tons of petrol and oil up the icy slopes.
Meanwhile, I had crossed the island and found Nordenskj old's
hut. Obviously, I was the first man who had visited it since the
Swedish Expedition fled for their lives in November, 1903. The
evidences of the hurried departure were as plain as though the
thing had happened yesterday. The skeletons of three white sledge
dogs ky in front, just where they had fallen when shot. Near them
was a pair of rusty ice-skates and a pair of shoe-trees, dropped in
flight. Piled against the cabin were several cases of canned sardines,
pepper and mustard, and cakes of chocokte. The chocolate tasted
as good as new, but none of us quite had the stomach to try vintage

